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Abstract  
Attempts by governments to stop bubbles by issuing warnings seem unsuccessful. This 
paper examines the effects of public warnings using a simple model of riding bubbles. We 
show that public warnings against a bubble can stop it if investors believe that a warning is 
issued in a definite range of periods commencing around the starting period of the bubble. If 
a warning involves the possibility of being issued too early, regardless of the starting period 
of the bubble, it cannot stop the bubble immediately. Bubble duration can be shortened by a 
premature public warning, but lengthened if it is late. Our model suggests that governments 
need to lower the probability of spurious warnings. 
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There really was a wolf here! The �ock has scattered!

I cried out, �Wolf!�Why didn�t you come?

The Boy Who Cried Wolf in Aesop�s Fables

1 Introduction

History is rife with examples of bubbles and bursts (see Kindleberger and Aliber [2011]). A

prime example is the recent �nancial crisis that started in the summer of 2007; in particular,

it reminded policymakers that preventing bubbles is paramount to maintaining �nancial and

economic stability. However, we have limited knowledge of how bubbles arise and how they

can be prevented.

Using the Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) model of riding bubbles, this paper considers

the role of public policy in dealing with bubbles, and speci�cally, whether public warnings

can prevent bubbles. Certain recent studies have indicated that asymmetric information

creates bubbles.1 If only a fraction of agents know that a stock is currently overpriced,

they might have an incentive to ride the bubble: They would hold their stock and then

disinvest at a higher price ahead of other less-informed investors. However, if all investors

were equally well informed on overpriced stocks, they would probably lose by riding the

bubble. In this respect, public information is considered important to reduce the degree of

asymmetric information and thus, eliminate the bubble.

However, government authorities have been unable to successfully stop bubbles by means

of warnings. Kindleberger and Aliber (2011, p.19) state,

One question is whether manias can be halted by o¢ cial warning� moral

suasion or jawboning. The evidence suggests that they cannot, or at least that

many crises followed warnings that were intended to head them o¤.

For example, in February 1929, Paul Warburg, the then Chairman and one of the founders

of the Federal Reserve Board (Fed), warned that U.S. stock prices were too high and that

1See De Long et al. (1990), Allen and Gordon (1993), Allen and Gale (2000), Abreu and Brunnermeier

(2002), Scheinkman and Xiong (2003), and Doblas-Madrid (2012).
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the situation was similar to the 1907 crisis. Despite the warning, stock prices continued

to increase. In December 1996, although Alan Greenspan, the then Chairman of the Fed,

warned that the U.S. stock market was �irrationally exuberant,�stock prices continued to

increase (Kindleberger and Aliber [2011, p.89-90]). Japan encountered a similar challenge

during the bubble economy in the late 1980s. Okina et al. (2001, p.422) indicated that

the Bank of Japan �had already voiced concern over the massive increase in money supply

and the rapid rise in asset prices in the summer of 1986.�In fact, Yasushi Mieno, the then

Deputy Governor of the Bank of Japan, described the situation as �dry wood�(referring to

something that can easily catch �re, implying the risk of high in�ation). However, according

to Okina et al. (2001, p.430), the Bank of Japan �could not succeed in persuading the

public�to stop the growth of the bubble.

Motivated by these policy experiences and debate, this paper examines the e¤ects of pub-

lic warnings on equilibrium strategies of individual investors, using a simple model of riding

bubbles. Namely, we simplify the model of Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003)2 to consider

two discrete types of rational investors who have di¤erent levels of private information�

early-signal agents and late-signal agents� instead of considering continuously distributed

rational investors. As the name implies, early-signal agents receive a private bubble signal

earlier than late-signal agents. This simpli�cation not only yields the same riding bubble

equilibrium as that in Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003), but also allows the model to be

extended.

We introduce public warnings in the model as a public signal. We assume that public

warnings are given exogenously; we do not analyze the strategic choice of a government

authority to issue warnings. The model also does not answer whether the bubble equilib-

rium is Pareto-dominated, and hence, it does not provide a clear rationale for government

intervention. Despite these limitations, our paper is of value, because to the best of our

knowledge, no attempt has been made to theoretically examine the role of public warnings

on riding bubbles. We consider two types of public warnings. The �rst type is issued in a

de�nite range of periods around the starting period of the bubble. In this case, a warning

2This theory is supported by several empirical and experimental studies, such as those by Temin and

Voth (2004) and Brunnermeier and Morgan (2010).
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may be delayed, but is always e¤ective: the bubble bursts on the warning date. Moreover,

it is noteworthy that the bubble may burst before the warning. Investors know that the

bubble bursts on the date of the warning, and hence, they may want to sell earlier. Second,

we consider the more general and realistic public warning issued in an inde�nite range of

periods around the starting period of the bubble. More precisely, it conforms to the Poisson

distribution whose mean is equal to the starting period of the bubble. This case encompasses

a scenario in which a warning may be issued too early or too late, but more likely, it may be

issued around the starting period of the bubble. In this case, while public warnings a¤ect

investors�strategies, they cannot stop the bubble immediately. The bubble duration can be

shortened by a premature public warning, but lengthened if it is accidentally late.

Whether public warnings help investors deduce their types, namely whether they are

early-signal agents or late-signal agents, is key to these results. In the case of de�nite-range

warnings, some investors are able to deduce that other investors were previously aware of the

bubble. These late-signal agents recognize that they cannot sell their stock at a high price if

they maintain their bubble-riding strategy; therefore, they sell their stock immediately. The

bubble then bursts at the warning date. In the case of inde�nite-range warnings, investors

cannot deduce their types with certainty, but revise their beliefs with regard to their types to

some degree by taking Bayes�law into account. For example, agents who receive the public

warning after the private signal is issued become more optimistic about the opportunity to

sell their stock at a high price. As a result, the warning cannot stop the bubble immediately,

and investors extend their bubble-riding duration. This result implies that governments need

to lower the probability of spurious warnings in order to enhance the e¤ectiveness of public

warnings.

Previous studies have implemented various frameworks to explain bubbles. Classically,

bubbles are explained by rational bubble models within a rational expectations frame-

work (Samuelson [1958] and Tirole [1985]). These models are used to analyze the macro-

implications of bubbles when bubbles and bursts are given exogenously, investors have sym-

metric information, and coordination expectation is exogenously assumed. Therefore, these

studies did not focus on individuals� strategies. Recently, some models have shown that

investors hold a bubble asset because they believe that they can sell it for a higher price in
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the future. These models focus on the microeconomic aspect of bubbles, assuming asym-

metric information. Public warnings thus play an important role in mitigating asymmetric

information and a¤ecting bubble occurrence.3

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the simple model of riding bubbles.

Section 3 derives pure-strategy perfect Bayesian equilibria without public warnings. Section

4 analyzes the e¤ects of public warnings and discusses implications. Section 5 concludes the

paper.

2 The Model

This section presents the model used to analyze the e¤ects of public warnings, by simplifying

the model of Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003). A bubble is depicted as a situation in which

the growth rate of the asset price is higher than its fundamental value. At some point during

the bubble, investors become aware of its occurrence, but its timing di¤ers across investors:

some investors can become aware of the bubble earlier than others. Thus, even though they

notice that the bubble has already occurred, they do not know the true starting period of

the bubble. Investors may keep their assets even though they know that other investors

are also aware of the bubble. Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) called such an action �riding

bubbles.�We describe the model below.

Time is continuous and in�nite, with periods labeled t. Figure 1 depicts the asset price

process. From t = 0 onwards, the asset price pt grows at a rate of g > 0, that is, the price

evolves as pt = exp(gt).4 Up to some random time t0, the higher price is justi�ed by the

3It is well known, however, that asymmetric information alone cannot explain bubbles. The key is the

no-trade theorem (see Brunnermeier [2001]): investors do not hold a bubble asset when they have common

knowledge on a true model, because they can deduce the content of the asymmetric information (Allen et

al. [1993] and Morris et al. [1995]). Therefore, some studies have explained bubbles by introducing noise

traders (De Long et al. [1990]), heterogeneous belief (Harrison and Kreps [1978], Scheinkman and Xiong

[2003]), or principal-agent problems between fund managers and investors (Allen and Gordon [1993], Allen

and Gale [2000]).
4In Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003), prior to t = 0, the growth rate of the asset price which coincides with

the fundamental value is lower than g. This captures the observation that �(h)istorically, bubbles have often

emerged in periods of productivity enhancing structural change.�(p. 178). At period 0, the macroeconomic
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fundamental value, but this is not the case after the bubble starts at t0. The fundamental

value grows from t0 at the rate of zero, and hence, the price justi�ed by the fundamental

value is exp(gt0), and the bubble component is given by exp(gt) � exp(gt0), where t > t0.

The price (exp(gt)) is kept above the fundamental value after t0 by behavioral (or irrational)

investors. Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) indicated that such behavioral investors �believe

in a �new economy paradigm�and think that the price will grow at a rate g in perpetuity�

(p.179).5

[Figure 1 Here]

Like Doblas-Madrid (2012), we assume that t0 is discrete as is t0 = 0, �, 2�, 3� � � � ,

where � > 0 and that it obeys the geometric distribution with a probability function given

by �(t0=�) = (exp (�) � 1) exp(��t0=�), where � > 0. The expected value of t0 is given by

�=(1� exp(��)).

There exists a continuum of rational investors of size one, who are risk neutral and have

a discount rate equal to zero. A private signal informs them that the fundamental value

is lower than the asset price, that is, the fact that the bubble has occurred. The signal,

however, does not give information about the true t0. Two types of investors exist. A

fraction � 2 (0; 1) of them are early-signal agents (type-E), while the rest, namely, 1 � �,

are late-signal agents (type-L). We denote their types by i = E;L. Type-i investors receive

a private signal at

ti =

8<: t0 if i = E

t0 + � if i = L

system receives an exogenous shock, such that the growth rate of the fundamental value becomes higher than

that in the previous periods. As they indicate, �(t)his higher growth rate may be viewed as emerging from

a series of unusual positive shocks that gradually make investors more and more optimistic about future

prospects.�(p. 179)
5This is a controversial feature in that the price formation process is given exogenously, and behavioral

investors play an important role in supporting such a high price. Recently, Doblas-Madrid (2012) used

a discrete-time model, and assuming fully rational investors, he showed an implication similar to that of

Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003). To simplify our model, we assume the same setup as that of Abreu and

Brunnermeier (2003).
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These investors hold assets at period 0. As long as they hold the assets, investors have

two choices in each period� to either sell the entire assets or keep them. They cannot buy

their assets back.6 Ex ante, no investor knows his type. Once an investor receives his private

signal at time ti, he knows that t0 equals either ti � � or ti, except for the special case of

ti = 0. When ti = 0, he knows that he is a type-E investor. In the following discussion, we

exclude this special case.7 The truncated distribution of t0 is

�

�
t0
�
=
ti
�

�
=

exp(���)
1 + exp(���) , �

�
t0
�
=
ti
�
� 1
�
=

1

1 + exp(���) ,

and � (t0=�) = 0, for all t0 6= ti; ti � �. Let � denote the posterior belief that an investor is

type-E after he receives a private signal. It is expressed as

� �
�( ti

�
)�

�( ti
�
)�+ �( ti

�
� 1)(1� �)

=
� exp(���)

1� �(1� exp(���)) ;

because the fraction of type-E investors is �. Since �(ti=�) < �(ti=� � 1), � is less than �.

When � of the investors sell their assets, the bubble bursts (endogenous burst), and

the asset price drops to the fundamental value (exp(gt0)). Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003)

interpreted � as the �absorption capacity of behavioral traders,�and if the selling pressure of

rational investors exceeds it, the asset price plunges, since the e¤ect of behavioral investors

on the high growth rate of the price is cancelled out by rational investors�arbitrages (p.179).

Therefore, if all type-E investors sell their assets, the bubble bursts. We also assume that

each investor is a price taker: If investors choose a certain period to sell their assets, the

bubble is certain to burst in this period, even if one investor waits longer to sell or sells

earlier. If less than � investors sell their assets before t0+�� , the bubble bursts automatically

6These assumptions, not employed by Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003), are not critical. In their Lemma

1 (p.183), Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) showed that investors do not purchase or sell partially, and

hence, the assets are actually bound at 0 or 1 at equilibrium. In Corollaries 1 and 2 (p.183), Abreu and

Brunnermeier (2003) showed that investors never buy their assets back at equilibrium. To simplify, we just

assume two outcomes.
7Only investors who receive the private signal in period 0 can deduce their type. In equilibrium, such

type-E investors choose a duration to keep the assets, such that (i) they can sell before investors who receive

the private signal at �, and (ii) investors who receive the private signal at � do not have an incentive to sell

earlier than or at the same time as these type-E investors.
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at t0 + �� (exogenous burst). We assume that �� > � and that �� is k� periods later than t0,

where k is an integer and k > 1.

We also assume that � � 1=2 (which means � < 1=2). The fraction of type-L investors is

higher than that of type-E investors. In other words, if all type-L investors (1�� investors)

sell their assets, then the bubble bursts. We also assume that when 1 � � investors or less

simultaneously sell their assets before the others, these investors can sell at a high price. On

the other hand, if more than 1 � � investors simultaneously sell their assets, they cannot

sell at a high price and receive only exp(gt0).8 Note that � has two meanings: it indicates

(1) the fraction of type-E investors and (2) the fraction of investors that would cause the

bubble to burst endogenously were they to sell their assets.9

All the timings, t0, ti, and t0 + � , are summarized in Figure 1. At t0, a bubble starts,

and type-E investors receive a private signal simultaneously, that is, at ti = t0. If type-E

investors do not sell by t0 + �, type-L investors receive a private signal at ti = t0 + �. When

� investors sell before t0 + �� , the bubble bursts endogenously. Otherwise, the bubble bursts

exogenously at t0 + �� .

Let us compare our model with that of Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) before deriving

its equilibria. The most important di¤erence is that in Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003),

investors become aware of the bubble sequentially and continuously. On the other hand, our

model depicts only two types of investors. Despite this di¤erence, the implication (Propo-

sition 1 below) holds, as it does in Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003). We will revisit this

di¤erence in Section 3.2.

Next, we introduce two types of public warnings into this model: (1) de�nite-range and

(2) inde�nite-range warnings.10 A de�nite-range (an inde�nite-range) warning is issued in a

8The main implications do not change even if we assume that some fraction of investors can sell at a high

price when too many investors sell at the same time t. In this case, the expected payo¤ lies between exp(gt0)

and exp(gt).
9Even if these two fractions di¤er, our results do not change provided the following three conditions hold:

(1) the fraction of type-E investors is �, (2) the bubble bursts endogenously when �0(< �) investors sell

their assets, and (3) when less than 1�� investors sell their assets simultaneously and before the others sell,

all of them can sell at a high price.
10Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) also analyzed the e¤ect of uninformative events (Section 6.1). The

public warning di¤ers from uninformative events in two points. First, uninformative events do not depend
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de�nite (inde�nite) range of periods around the starting period of the bubble (t0). Detailed

settings pertaining to public warnings will be discussed later. Before considering the role of

public warnings, we derive the equilibrium of the model excluding public warnings.

In what follows, we concentrate on a symmetric pure-strategy perfect Bayesian equilib-

rium, consisting of strategies and beliefs in period t. An investor�s strategy T (ti; tW ) focuses

on the timing for selling his asset. This depends on the period in which an investor receives

the private signal (ti), and/or the period of the warning (tW ), if it is issued. An investor�s

belief that he is type-E in period t is denoted by �t(Ejti; tW ). This also depends on ti and/or

tW .

3 No Public Warning

First, we obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 1 Investors never sell their assets before they receive a private signal in a symmetric

equilibrium.

Proof : Suppose that investors sell their assets before they receive a private signal. In a

symmetric equilibrium, all investors sell before type-E investors receive a private signal at

t0 = tE (and their belief is �t(Ejti; tW ) = �). However, as the asset price will surely increase

to exp(gt0) until t0, the investor has an incentive to deviate by keeping his asset longer. �

3.1 Perfect Bayesian Equilibria

According to Lemma 1, the investor�s strategy (T (ti; tW )) is executed after he receives the

private signal T (ti) = ti + � , where � � 0. There are two types of pure-strategy equilibria.

The �rst is that investors sell the assets at ti + � where � < �. In this equilibrium, only

type-E investors receive the private signal, and they sell the asset before type-L investors

are informed. The second, and more important, type of pure-strategy equilibrium is that

on the starting time of the bubble, t0. Second, Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) assumed that events are

only observed by investors who become aware of the bubble. Considering the nature of public warnings, we

do not make such an assumption.
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investors sell the assets at ti + � , where � � � � � �. In this equilibrium, both type-E and

type-L investors receive a private signal, and they are uncertain about their types when they

receive this signal. There exists the upper bound � �, which marks the upper limit of the

time the investors can wait without selling their assets. Investors keep their assets even after

all investors are aware of the bubble, that is, they ride the bubble. Such equilibria exist if

and only if � is su¢ ciently high, that is, � � ��. Here, we de�ne � � and �� as follows.

De�nition 1 De�ne � � and �� such that

� =
exp(�g�) [exp(g� �)� 1]
exp(g� �)� exp(�g�) ; and (1)

�� =
1� exp(�g�)

exp(g�)� exp(�g�) : (2)

Then, the following proposition is obtained.

Proposition 1 There exists an equilibrium wherein investors sell the asset at T (ti) = ti+� ,

and the bubble bursts at t0 + � . The duration � is given by (1) 0 � � < � if � < ��; (2)

0 � � � � � if � � ��and � � < �� , and (3) 0 � � < �� otherwise. The investor�s belief is

�t(Ejti) = � at t � ti.

Proof : See Appendix A.1. �
The intuition is as follows. First, there exist equilibria, wherein before type-L investors

receive a private signal, type-E investors sell the assets, and the bubble bursts. In other

words, investors�strategies are to sell the assets at ti + � , where 0 � � < �. None of the

type-E investors has an incentive to deviate by selling later, since investors are price takers.

The bubble bursts when other type-E investors sell the assets. Also, none of the type-E

investors has an incentive to deviate by selling earlier, since the bubble continues to grow,

and the price will increase until the other type-E investors sell the assets. Type-L investors

do not have an incentive to deviate from the strategy either by selling the assets before they

receive the private signal (see Lemma 1). Thus, regardless of the value of �, there exists an

equilibrium wherein � is given by 0 � � < �.

Second, and more importantly, if the investor�s belief that he is type-E, namely �, is

su¢ ciently high, then there also exist equilibria wherein investors hold the assets even after
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both types of investors receive the private signal. In other words, investors�strategies are

to sell the assets at ti + � , where � � �. There is a risk of waiting until ti + � if � � �. If

investors are type-E with probability �, they can sell at a high price (exp(g(ti + �))), but

if they are type-L with probability 1� �, the bubble bursts before they sell (corresponding

to the price exp(g(ti � �))). Therefore, there may be a merit to selling earlier. Notably, if

an investor sells � periods earlier than ti + � , he can surely sell before the bubble bursts (at

price exp(g(ti � � + �))), since he can sell the asset with type-E investors even if he is a

type-L investor.11 However, with this deviation, he needs to forgo the chance to sell the asset

at a higher price (exp(g(t0 + �))) with probability �. Comparing the payo¤s suggests that

investors do not have an incentive to deviate from ti+� if � � � �, where � � is de�ned by (1):

The expected payo¤ from following strategy ti+ � �, � exp(g(ti+ � �))+(1��) exp(g(ti��)),

equals that from the above deviation, exp(g(ti � � + � �))).

When the investor�s belief that he is type-E, �, is su¢ ciently low, such that � < ��, � �

becomes less than �. They sell the asset before type-L investors receive a private signal. The

equation (2) shows the value of �, such that � � = �.

In the following sections, we consider the case wherein the bubble does not burst before

the type-L investors receive a private signal, that is, � � exceeds �. We also consider the case

wherein the bubble bursts endogenously. To this end, we assume � � �� and � � < � . Even

though we assume � � 1=2, this assumption is not crucial for � � ��. At most, �� equals

1=2 when g� is zero and decreases to zero as g� increases.

3.2 Uniqueness of the Equilibrium

As stated in Section 1, we simplify the model of Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) to incorpo-

rate public warnings. Without public warnings, the original model yields a unique perfect

Bayesian equilibrium, while our simpli�ed model tends toward multiple equilibria. In Abreu

and Brunnermeier (2003), investors become aware of the bubble sequentially and continu-

ously. If one investor waits slightly longer, the probability of a burst increases continuously.

Thus, there is a unique period until which an investor waits to sell. On the other hand, our

11Since investors are price takers, one investor�s deviation does not a¤ect the asset price; thus, the deviation

to ti � � + � is the most pro�table one.
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model depicts only two types of investors, and one investor cannot a¤ect the asset price.

If all type-E investors choose a certain period to sell their assets, the bubble is certain to

burst in that period, even if one investor waits slightly longer. If all type-E investors wait

slightly longer, the probability of a burst does not increase, because there is a lag before

type-L investors receive the signal. Thus, there exist continuous equilibria with respect to

the times to sell. Despite this di¤erence between the models, an important trade-o¤ arises,

as noted in Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003): If investors wait longer, the bubble may burst

before they sell; however, they may be able to sell their asset at a higher price.

If we suppose that the bubble continues until the upper bound (� �), which is the longest

period for which investors do not have an incentive to deviate by selling earlier, we obtain

the same result as Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003). Moreover, our result also mirrors that of

Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) when we employ, with some minor changes to our settings,

the pure-strategy and symmetric coalition-proof Nash equilibrium introduced by Bernheim,

Peleg, and Whinston (1987).12 We show this in Appendix B. In the following sections, we

focus only on the perfect Bayesian equilibrium, since there is a possibility that a coalition-

proof Nash equilibrium does not exist.13

12A coalition-proof equilibrium allows players to communicate prior to the game, reaching an agreement

to coordinate their actions in a mutually bene�cial way. A coalition-proof Nash equilibrium requires that

the agreement is not subject to an improving deviation, which is self-enforcing by any coalition of players. A

deviation is self-enforcing if there is no further self-enforcing and improving deviation available to a proper

subcoalition of players.
13It is well known that a coalition-proof Nash equilibrium is a strict concept, because it may not exist

depending on the game settings. For example, suppose that �� > �� . Then, the coalition-proof Nash

equilibrium does not exist because of continuous time periods. In a perfect Bayesian equilibrium, investors

sell the assets at ti+� , where � < �� when �� > �� . However, if � < �� , all investors can improve their expected

payo¤s by approaching �� by forming a coalition. Thus, neither � < �� nor � = �� can be a coalition-proof

Nash equilibrium, since the bubble crashes at t0 + �� . Thus, a symmetric coalition-proof Nash equilibrium

does not exist.
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4 Public Warnings

In this section, we consider the e¤ects of two types of public warnings: de�nite-range and

inde�nite-range warnings. A de�nite-range (an inde�nite-range) warning is issued in a de�-

nite (an inde�nite) range of periods around the starting period of the bubble. With regard

to a public warning, each investor�s strategy (T (ti; tW )) depends not only on ti but also on

the period tW in which the warning is issued.

4.1 De�nite-Range Warnings

4.1.1 Deterministic Warning

First, we consider a de�nite-range warning. The typical and simplest example of a de�nite-

range warning is a deterministic warning, where the warning is issued deterministically in

a certain period after the bubble starts (tW = t0 + �W ), and all players know the value of

�W > 0. With such a warning, the bubble never continues after the warning is issued.

Suppose 0 < �W < � �.14 Then, the equilibrium involves a situation where investors sell

the assets before ti + �W , and not before ti + � �. To be precise, the following proposition is

obtained.

Proposition 2 Suppose that a public warning is deterministic and 0 < �W < � �. There

exists an equilibrium wherein investors sell the asset at T (ti; tW ). At equilibrium, T (ti; tW ) =

ti + � , where � < �W , if a warning is not issued in time. If a warning is issued, investors

sell the assets immediately (T (ti; tW ) = tW ). The beliefs are �t(Ejti; tW = ti + �W � �) = 0

and �t(Ejti; tW = ti + �W ) = 1 for all t � �W .

Proof : See Appendix A.2. �
The intuition is as follows. If investors receive the warning, they deduce their types

from the interval between the public warning and the private signal: it is shorter for type-L

(tW � tL = �W � �) compared to type-E (tW � tE = �W ). Investors who �nd that they

are type-L investors recognize that they cannot sell their assets before the bubble bursts if

14If �� < �W , the warning is issued too late, and the bubble bursts endogenously before the warning, and

thus, the warning never a¤ects the investors�selling decisions.
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they choose the same strategy (ti + �) as type-E investors. As a result, they prefer to sell

the assets before the other type-E investors do so. The type-E investors guess the type-L

investors�strategy. Therefore, all investors have an incentive to sell their assets immediately

when they receive the warning. In equilibrium, this warning is never issued, since regardless

of investor type, an investor holding the asset until ti + �W cannot sell the asset for a high

price. As a result, investors�strategies are to sell the assets before the warning is issued,

that is, at ti + � , where � < �W at equilibrium. They can sell the asset before the bubble

bursts only if they are type-E. Thus, the bubble bursts before the warning, and hence, the

warning is never issued in equilibrium outcomes.

4.1.2 Discussion

Our result concerning the deterministic warning does not change even though we consider

a more general type of de�nite-range warning. In Appendix C, we consider a two-period

warning, which is issued in either of the two de�nite periods after the start of the bubble.

Such a de�nite-range warning also yields equilibrium; the bubble bursts immediately if a

public warning is issued.

The reason the bubble bursts with a public warning is that it enables the type-L investor

to deduce his type, provided the earliest timing in the range of possible warning periods

depends on the starting period of the bubble.15 Without such warning, the type-L investor

never deduces his type, although he is not able to sell at a high price. The type-L investor

becomes a victim of the burst, but investors have an incentive to ride the bubble, because ex-

ante investors have a chance to be type-E investors and sell at a high price. Such a situation

changes if there is a public warning. There are some occasions in which the type-L investor

deduces his own type and tries to sell before the type-E investor. As a result, no one has an

incentive to hold assets any longer once a warning is issued. These results suggest that public

announcements targeted at late-signal investors are important in preventing bubbles.16

15Additionally, the public warning enables the type-E investor to deduce his type if a possible �nal warning

period depends on the starting period of the bubble.
16If a deterministic warning is introduced to the model of Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003), late-signal

investors, who become aware of the bubble after more than the proportion � of investors are already aware

of it, can determine that they received the private signal later than the other investors. Thus, they try to
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However, as discussed in Section 1, we did not encounter many cases in which public

warnings stopped bubbles. Section 4.2 examines the reason for this historical observation.

4.2 Inde�nite-Range Warnings

4.2.1 A Poisson-Distributed Warning

We consider a Poisson-distributed warning as an inde�nite-range warning. Suppose that a

warning period (tW ) is discrete as is tW = 0, �, 2�, 3�; � � � and obeys the Poisson distribution

with mean t0. The probability function of the distribution of tW=� is given by

f t0
�

�
tW
�

�
=
exp

�
� t0
�

��
t0
�

� tW
��

tW
�

�
!

; (3)

for all tW=� = 0; 1; 2; � � � . The expected value of tW is t0. This type of warning is considered

more realistic than that in the previous cases; a warning may be issued either too early or

too late, but it is more likely to be issued around the starting period of the bubble, at t0.

Note that in such cases, the range of possible warning periods [0;1) does not depend on t0.

We show the following two implications that are distinct from those in the case of a

de�nite-range warning.

1. Because the warning does not allow investors to deduce their type, it cannot stop the

bubble immediately.

2. If a public warning is made early (late), investors become less (more) con�dent about

being type-E investors, and the duration of the bubble is shortened (lengthened).

As the abovementioned implications result from the e¤ects of the warning on investors�

beliefs, we turn our attention to beliefs in Section 4.2.2.

sell their assets earlier, and the bubble crashes at the same time as the time the public warning is issued. In

this respect, we do not obtain Proposition 2 due to our simpli�cation of Abreu and Brunnermeier�s (2003)

model.
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4.2.2 Beliefs

Here, we show that (i) investors cannot deduce their type by a Poisson-distributed warning,

and (ii) a public warning makes investors less (more) con�dent about being type-E investors,

if it is made earlier (later) than ti.

We consider the belief at t � maxfti; tWg, that is, after an investor receives both the

private signal and the public warning. The following lemma summarizes the implications.

Lemma 2 Suppose that a public warning is distributed as (3), and ti > 0. Then, at t �

maxfti; tWg, an investor�s belief is given by

�t(Ejti; tW ) =
f ti
�

�
tW
�

�
�

f ti
�

�
tW
�

�
�+ f ti��

�

�
tW
�

�
(1� �)

=

 
1 +

1� �
�

exp(1)

�
1� �

ti

� tW
�

!�1
: (4)

The belief increases with tW and decreases with ti when tW > 0. If tW � ti, �t(Ejti; tW ) 2

(�; 1). If tW � ti � �, �t(Ejti; tW ) 2 [(1 + exp(1)(1� �)=�)
�1 ; �).

Proof : See Appendix A.3. �
The intuition is as follows. A public warning is likely to be issued around t0, and hence, an

early warning (low tW compared with ti) indicates that t0 is likely to be lower. This makes

the investor believe that the other investors are more likely to have received the private

signal earlier than he did, and hence, he is less con�dent of being a type-E investor. On

the other hand, a late warning (high tW compared with ti) indicates that t0 is likely to be

higher. This increases the possibility that the other investors will receive the private signal

later than he will, and hence, he is more con�dent of being a type-E investor. Thus, his

revised belief regarding being a type-E investor increases with tW . The belief (�t(Ejti; tW ))

has the lowest value when either tW = 0 or ti ! 1, and it converges to �t(Ejti; tW = 0) =

(1 + exp(1)(1� �)=�)�1 2 (0; �).

Lemma 2 suggests that investors are still uncertain about their types, even though they

receive both the public warning and the private signal. In the case of the de�nite-range

warning, the type-L investor can deduce his type from the warning, and this is the main

reason the bubble bursts immediately after the public warning is issued. However, this is

not so with a Poisson-distributed warning. The revised belief, of being a type-E investor,
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may be higher or lower than the belief without the warning �, and hence, the duration for

which the bubble is ridden may be lengthened or shortened depending on the timing of the

public warning.

4.2.3 Equilibrium

Here, we characterize equilibria with a Poisson-distributed warning. We consider the case

wherein investors observe both the public warning and the private signal, that is, we con-

centrate on investors�strategies at t � maxfti; tWg.17 As discussed previously, if tW > 0, an

investor�s belief (�t(Ejti; tW )) depends on ti. We call the investor who receives the private

signal at ti a �type-ti�investor. We denote type-ti�s timing to sell when he receives the public

warning at tW by T (ti; tW ) = ti + �(ti; tW ). Then, the following proposition is obtained.

Proposition 3 Suppose that a public warning is distributed as (3). Then, at t � maxfti; tWg,

a type-ti investor�s equilibrium strategy is to sell the asset at T (ti; tW ) = ti + �(ti; tW ) such

that �(ti; tW ) satis�es

�t(Ejti; tW ) �
exp(�g�) [exp(g�(ti � �; tW ))� 1]
exp(g�(ti; tW ))� exp(�g�)

; (5)

and �(ti; tW ) < �� for all ti 2 [2�;1). This investor�s belief is given by (4). The value of

�(ti = �; tW ) satis�es �(ti = �; tW ) � �(ti = 2�; tW ) + �.

Proof : See Appendix A.4. �
The basic method for the proof of Proposition 3 is similar to that for Proposition 1.

However, the main di¤erence is that while investors are symmetric regardless of the timing

they receive a private signal (ti) in Proposition 1, the di¤erent timing of ti induces di¤er-

ent strategies for investors with a Poisson-distributed warning, due to the di¤ering beliefs

depending on ti.

17When tW < t < ti, after investors receive the public warning, they have an incentive to wait until they

receive the private signal, since the price continues to increase at least until type-E investors receive the

private signal. When tW > t > ti and tW is made very late, even though the public warning is not issued

yet, investors revise their belief about being type-E investors. In this case, the belief about being type-E

investors increases as the delay in providing them the public warning increases.
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When a type-ti investor chooses ti+�(ti; tW ), there exists a risk in waiting until �(ti; tW ),

since they cannot sell the assets at a high price if they are type-L investors. Suppose that a

type-ti investor is a type-L investor. From the perspective of the type-ti investor, the other

type-E investors are type-(ti � �) investors. If the type-ti investor deviates to sell when

possible type-(ti � �) investors sell, that is, at ti � � + �(ti � �; tW ), this investor can sell

the asset before the bubble bursts and is guaranteed to receive the payo¤ exp(g(ti � � +

�(ti� �; tW ))). The condition (5) means that no one has an incentive to deviate in this way,

that is, the expected payo¤ by choosing ti + �(ti; tW ), �t(Ejti; tW ) exp(g(ti + �(ti; tW ))) +

(1 � �t(Ejti; tW )) exp(g(ti � �)), is not smaller than that of this deviation, exp(g(ti � � +

�(ti � �; tW ))). If the condition (5) is satis�ed for all possible timings of ti, it constitutes an

equilibrium for ti � 2�.

4.2.4 Example

Intuitively, because the investor�s belief �t(Ejti; tW ) increases with tW and decreases with

ti, the bubble duration �(ti; tW ) seems nondecreasing with tW and nonincreasing with ti.

Even though such monotonicity does not necessarily hold, we can provide an example of

such equilibrium strategies.

Claim 1 Suppose a public warning is distributed as (3), and 2� + � � > tW . Then, at

t � maxfti; tWg, there exists an equilibrium such that the duration to hold the asset (�(ti; tW ))

is nondecreasing with tW and nonincreasing with ti.

The detailed illustration of such an equilibrium appears in Appendix D. Here, we sketch

its characteristics in Figure 2. We sort investors�types (i.e., type-tis) into a smaller number

of con�dence groups, starting with the least con�dent group, with the lowest �t(Ejti; tW ),

to the most con�dent group, with the highest �t(Ejti; tW ). Because the investor�s belief

�t(Ejti; tW ) decreases with ti, the least con�dent group includes investors who receive the

private signal at ti close to in�nity. We call this group Group 0. Group 0 has the smallest

�t(Ejti; tW ), close to its minimum value ((1 + exp(1)(1� �)=�)�1). Such investors hold the

asset for the minimum duration it can be held, namely T (ti; tW ) = ti+ � �0, where �
�
0 satis�es
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(5) with equality when �t(Ejti; tW ) = (1 + exp(1)(1� �)=�)
�1.18

[Figure 2 Here]

We then de�ne Group 1, wherein investors receive the private signal earlier than Group

0 and hence have higher �t(Ejti; tW ). Investors in Group 1 hold the assets until T (ti; tW ) =

ti + �
�
0 + "�, which is longer than those in Group 0 by "�, where " 2 (0; 1). Sequentially, we

de�ne Group m wherein investors hold the assets until T (ti; tW ) = ti + � �0 +m"�, where m

is a nonnegative integer. An important property is that as m rises, investors in Group m

receive a private signal earlier; thus, they are more con�dent of being type-E investors and

hold the assets longer (see Figure 2). As m increases, the duration to hold the assets also

increases, but it may reach the ceiling determined by �� . Therefore, if � �0 +m"� � � �0 + �� ,

such investor types sell the assets slightly before � �0 + �� .

This example provides three important implications. First, because investors cannot

deduce their type via a warning, it cannot stop the bubble immediately. If tW � ti and

ti + �
�
0 +m"� > tW , then investors hold the assets after the public warning is issued. These

results di¤er from those of the previous cases: the bubble bursts with the public warning

when tW � ti (Proposition 2).

Second, a public warning makes investors less con�dent of being type-E investors, if it

is issued early. Such a warning shortens the bubble duration, although it cannot stop the

bubble immediately. If tW � ti is su¢ ciently low (largely negative), then the bubble duration

shortens and becomes as low as the minimum duration � �0. This is lower than that without

public warning or � �, as de�ned by De�nition 1.19

Third, a public warning makes investors more con�dent of being type-E investors, if it

is issued late. Such a warning lengthens the bubble duration. If tW � ti is su¢ ciently high

(largely positive), the duration becomes � �0+m"� > �
�, longer than that without the public

warning or � �.20

Note, however, that these results do not mean that the government should issue a warning

as early as possible. To illustrate this, suppose it is certain that the government issues a

18To be precise, ��0 satis�es �t(Ejti; tW = 0) = (exp(�g�) [exp(g��0)� 1])=(exp(g��0)� exp(�g�)).
19This is because � > (1 + exp(1)(1� �)=�)�1.
20This is because �� < � , which is in line with our assumption.
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warning at tW = 0. Then, the public warning no longer obeys the Poisson distribution with

mean t0. It contains no useful information about the true t0. Once investors realize this,

the public warning no longer a¤ects their beliefs. Only when the warning is made earlier

accidentally, can the bubble duration be shortened.

4.3 Summary and Policy Implications

We summarize the implications of the above results and discuss policy implications. Our

results highlight the importance of announcements targeted at late-signal agents in prevent-

ing bubbles. Note that unless a warning is issued, type-E investors can sell at a high price.

Thus, even though type-E investors deduce their type, this has no consequence on the equi-

librium. On the other hand, if type-L investors know their type, they need to change their

strategy, because they know that they cannot sell at a high price while maintaining their

original strategy. Type-L investors try to sell their assets earlier than type-E investors.

Consequently, the bubble bursts immediately when type-L investors deduce their type. The

previous models show that type-L investors can deduce their type when the starting period

of a warning is dependent on the period when the bubble starts (t0). Conversely, the starting

period of a Poisson-distributed warning is period 0, which does not depend on t0. In this

case, there is no chance of type-L investors deducing their type. This is the critical reason

a Poisson-distributed warning cannot stop the bubble immediately.

An important aspect with regard to a public warning is whether investors believe it.

Even if a government authority issues a warning after a bubble starts, if there is a possibility

that the warning has been issued too early, and this too-early timing of the warning may not

depend on the bubble period, then the bubble cannot be stopped by the warning. In this

respect, using the terminology of Okina et al. (2001), it is critical to reduce type-I rather than

type-II errors. Okina et al. (2001) introduced the hypothesis that an economic boom is a

transitional process for a new economy. A type-I error corresponds to the erroneous rejection

of the hypothesis when it is true, and hence, this error implies that a public warning is issued

even though the bubble is yet to occur. On the other hand, a type-II error corresponds to

the failure to reject the hypothesis when it is false, and hence, it implies that a public

warning is not issued even though the bubble has already occurred. In a Poisson-distributed
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warning, both type-I and type-II errors are serious in that the starting period (period 0)

and the �nal period (close to in�nity) of the warning do not depend on the bubble starting

period. Between the two, the type-I error� wherein the starting period of the warning does

not depend on the bubble starting period� is crucial. The importance of reducing type-I

errors suggests that governments need to lower the probability of spurious warnings. In other

words, governments must not be like the boy who cried wolf.

Regarding macroeconomic policies to address bubbles, previous literature o¤ers two per-

spectives. First, some studies cast doubt on the active, preemptive role of macroeconomic

policy in bubble prevention. For example, Mishkin (2007) argued that bubbles are di¢ cult

to detect and that central banks could cope with bubble bursts by reacting quickly after the

collapse of asset prices. This proposal corresponds to a mop-up policy. Second, others call for

active, preemptive public interventions. For example, Okina et al. (2001), Borio and Lowe

(2002), and White (2006) emphasized the risk of a less aggressive macroeconomic policy

resulting in disruptive booms and busts in real economic activity. They argued that identi-

fying �nancial imbalances is possible. With this motivation, Borio and Lowe (2002) searched

for indicators of �nancial imbalances, such as credit growth and asset price increases, from

the perspective of noise-to-signal ratios. Before the crisis, the �rst view appeared to have

dominated the second, but the detrimental e¤ects of the recent �nancial crisis that started

in the summer of 2007 have created many proponents of the second view.

Our model provides an answer from a di¤erent perspective. Our model does not specify

whether the bubble equilibrium is Pareto-dominated, and hence, it does not contribute to

the debate on the desirability of a preemptive policy. Rather, our question is whether such

policy is e¤ective in preventing bubbles. The �rst view (regarding macroeconomic policies

to address bubbles) is entirely correct if the type-I error is extremely high: bubbles are

impossible or highly di¢ cult to detect. In this case, a preemptive communication policy

is not needed. Even more strongly than the �rst view, our model suggests that, if their

premise is correct, public warnings do no harm or good, because they are useless information

for investors. Simultaneously, our model does not deny the second view. It is noteworthy,

however, that the high risks associated with the type-II error, that is, late policy responses

to �nancial imbalances, do not necessarily support early policy responses.
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Thus, the crux of our results is that for a public warning, the type-I error is more

important than the type-II error. Therefore, good bubble indicators need to be constructed

on the basis of the type-I error. The indicator presented by Borio and Lowe (2002) is one of

several promising and more important attempts, although they weighed type-I and -II errors

equally while looking at noise-to-signal ratios.

5 Conclusion

This paper examined the e¤ects of public warnings against bubbles by using Abreu and

Brunnermeier�s (2003) model of riding bubbles as the base. We showed why several warnings

were ignored by investors. We found that if a warning is issued in a de�nite range of periods

around the starting period of the bubble, the bubble bursts with it. Moreover, the bubble

may burst before the warning. If a warning involves the risk of being issued too early

regardless of the starting period of the bubble, then it cannot stop the bubble immediately.

While the bubble duration can be shortened by a premature public warning, it can be

lengthened if it is accidentally late.

We touch upon two limitations of this paper. One is the lack of attention to government

strategies. In our model, warnings are issued exogenously. In reality, the government gathers

information, analyzes it, and then communicates whether the asset is overpriced. Another

limitation involves a consideration concerning irrational investors. In the model, they are

treated implicitly as economic entities who herd and ride bubbles. We intend to incorporate

these features in our model in future research.

A Proofs

A.1 Proof of Proposition 1

Suppose that all investors sell the asset at T (ti) = ti + � , where 0 � � < �. Then, when a

type-i investor receives the private signal at ti, the probability that i is a type-E investor is

�t(E) = 1 for t � ti, since the bubble bursts before t0+ �, and only type-E investors receive

a private signal. An investor receives the private signal and does not deviate by selling his
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asset at T (ti) = ti + �
0, where � 0 > � , since each investor is a price taker and the bubble

bursts at ti + � = t0 + � , regardless of one investor�s choice. Thus, his payo¤ decreases from

exp(g(t0 + �)) to exp(gt0) due to this deviation. Moreover, the investor does not deviate by

selling his asset at T (ti) = ti+� 00, where � 00 < � , since his payo¤decreases from exp(g(t0+�))

to exp(g(t0 + � 00)) due to this deviation. Type-L investors also do not have an incentive to

deviate from the strategy by selling the assets before they receive the private signal (see

Lemma 1). Thus, no investor has an incentive to sell the asset before receiving a private

signal. Hence, T (ti) = ti + � , where 0 � � < � constitutes an equilibrium regardless of the

value of �.

Suppose that all investors sell the assets at T (ti) = ti + � , where � � �. Both investor

types receive a private signal; �t(E) = � for t � ti. The expected payo¤ is � exp(g(ti +

�)) + (1 � �) exp(g(ti � �)). The �rst term corresponds to the payo¤ for type-E investors.

A type-E investor can sell the asset at the price exp(g(ti + �)). This belief is given by �.

The second term corresponds to the payo¤ for type-L investors. The bubble bursts before

the type-L investor sells, and hence, the price is exp(g(ti� �)). This belief is given by 1��.

There are three possible deviations as the assets could be sold in one of the following periods:

(i) ti + � 0 2 (ti � � + � ; ti + �), (ii) ti + � 00 > ti + � , and (iii) ti + � 000 � ti � � + � .

First, suppose that an investor deviates to ti + � 0 2 (ti � � + � ; ti + �). For type-L

investors, the expected payo¤ remains exp(g(ti��)), because the bubble bursts at ti��+ � .

For type-E investors, the expected payo¤ decreases from exp(g(ti + �)) to exp(g(ti + � 0)).

Thus, the investor never deviates in this way.

Second, suppose that an investor deviates to ti + � 00 > ti + � . By this deviation, the

bubble bursts before he sells, regardless of his type, since one investor is a price taker. The

expected payo¤ decreases from � exp(g(ti + �)) + (1 � �) exp(g(ti � �)) to exp(gt0). Thus,

the investor never deviates in this way either.

Third, suppose that an investor deviates to ti+� 000 � ti��+� . The expected payo¤ from

this deviation is maximized when he deviates to sell at ti � � + � , and the payo¤ becomes

exp(g(ti � � + �)), because he can sell his asset at this price with certainty. Comparing

the payo¤s suggests that the investor does not have an incentive to deviate from ti + � if
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� exp(g(ti + �)) + (1� �) exp(g(ti � �)) � exp(g(ti � � + �)), that is,

� � exp(�g�) [exp(g�)� 1]
exp(g�)� exp(�g�) : (6)

In (1), we de�ne � � such that (6) is satis�ed with equality. Because the right-hand side of

(6) increases with � , the investor has an incentive to deviate from ti + � if � > � �; he does

not deviate if � � � �.

This � � is subject to two bounds. The �rst is an exogenous burst. If � � � �� , the bubble

bursts at t0+�� exogenously before type-E investors sell the assets at t0+� �. Thus, if � � � �� ,

investors sell before ti+ �� . Second, if � is below a certain threshold, � � is lower than �. The

condition (2) in De�nition 1 de�nes �� such that � � = � if � = ��. If � � ��, � � is larger

than or equal to �, and investors�equilibrium strategies are given by T (ti) = ti + � , where

� � �.

A.2 Proof of Proposition 2

Suppose that a warning is issued at tW = t0 + �W , and consider investors�strategies at tW .

Suppose that the warning is issued after both type-E and type-L investors have received a

private signal, that is, � � �W . Then, �t(Ejti; tW = ti+ �W � �) = 0 for all t � tW . That is,

when investors receive the warning at ti+�W��, they deduce that they are type-L investors.

Conversely, �t(Ejti; tW = ti + �W ) = 1 for all t � tW . That is, when investors receive the

warning at ti + �W , they deduce that they are type-E investors. Next, suppose �W 2 (0; �).

The warning is issued after and before type-E investors and type-L investors, respectively

receive a private signal. Then, �t(Ejti; tW < ti) = 0 for all t � tW . That is, when investors

receive the warning before the private signal, they deduce that they are type-L investors.

On the other hand, when they receive the warning after the private signal, they deduce that

they are type-E investors: �t(Ejti; tW = ti + �W ) = 1 for all t � tW . Thus, all investors

deduce their type via a public warning.

When the warning is issued, we can think of three strategies. Consider that all in-

vestors hold the assets until tW . First, suppose investors choose T (ti; tW ) > T (tj; tW ), where

i; j = E;L respectively. Then, a type-i investor has an incentive to deviate by selling at

T (tj; tW ), since his payo¤ increases from exp(gt0) to exp(gT (tj; tW )). Thus, this is not an
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equilibrium strategy. Second, suppose investors choose T (ti; tW ) = T (tj; tW ) > tW , where

i; j = E;L respectively. Then, a type-i investor has an incentive to deviate by selling at

t 2 [tW ; T (tj; tW )), since his payo¤ increases from exp(gt0) to exp(gt). Thus, this is not an

equilibrium strategy. Finally, suppose investors choose T (ti; tW ) = T (tj; tW ) = tW , where

i; j = E;L respectively. All investors are indi¤erent between staying tW or deviating for any

other period, since they would sell at a low price of exp(gt0) regardless of the choice. Note

that they cannot choose T (ti; tW ) < tW at tW . Thus, selling the asset at tW is an equilibrium

strategy under the condition that the warning is issued.

However, selling the asset at (or after) tW cannot be an equilibrium strategy for the

period before the warning is issued. Payo¤ from selling the asset at (or after) tW is exp(gt0)

regardless of investor type. If an investor deviates from the strategy and sells before the

warning is issued, that is, at ti + � 0 where � 0 < �W , he can sell the asset at a higher price

of exp(g(t0 + � 0)), if he is type-E. Therefore, T (ti; tW ) = ti + � , where � � �W is not an

equilibrium strategy. Instead, T (ti; tW ) = ti + � , where � < �W , is an equilibrium strategy.

Summing up, investors sell the assets before the warning is issued. Following Proposition

1 and the assumption �W < � �, the expected payo¤ decreases if an investor deviates from

selling at ti + � .

A.3 Proof of Lemma 2

Equation (4) can be derived in the following manner. If an investor is a type-E investor,

then ti equals t0, and the probability that a public warning is issued at tW is

f ti
�

�
tW
�

�
=
exp

�
� ti
�

��
ti
�

� tW
��

tW
�

�
!

:

If the investor is a type-L investor, then ti equals t0 + �, and the probability that a public

warning is issued at tW = ti is

f ti��
�

�
tW
�

�
=
exp

�
� ti��

�

��
ti��
�

� tW
��

tW
�

�
!

:
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Thus, the posterior belief that the investor is a type-E investor after receiving the warning

at tW is

�t(Ejti; tW ) =
f ti
�

�
tW
�

�
�

f ti
�

�
tW
�

�
�+ f ti��

�

�
tW
�

�
(1� �)

=

�
1 +

1� �
�

h(ti; tW )

��1
;

for all t � maxfti; tWg. Here, we de�ne h(ti; tW ) by

h(ti; tW ) =
f ti��

�

�
tW
�

�
f ti
�

�
tW
�

� =

exp(� ti��
� )(

ti��
� )

tW
�

( tW� )!

exp(� ti
� )(

ti
� )

tW
�

( tW� )!

= exp(1)

�
1� �

ti

� tW
�

:

We examine the properties of h(ti; tW ) and �t(Ejti; tW ). First, it is clear that h(ti; tW )

decreases with tW , and hence, �t(Ejti; tW ) increases with tW . This implies that investors

believe that they are more likely to be type-E (type-L) as the public warning is issued later

(earlier).

Second, it is also clear that h(ti; tW ) increases with ti, and hence, �t(Ejti; tW ) decreases

with ti. This implies that investors believe that they are more likely to be type-L (type-E)

as the private signal is received later (earlier).

Next, we show that if tW � ti(> 0), �t(Ejti; tW ) > �. Note limx!1 (1� 1=x)x =

exp(1)�1. The value of (1� 1=x)x increases with x when x � 1, which means exp(1) (1� 1=x)x <

1 for all x � 1. As a result, h(ti; tW ) = exp(1) (1� �=ti)tW =� is less than 1 when tW = ti.

Because h(ti; tW ) decreases with tW , h(ti; tW ) = exp(1) (1� (ti=�)�1)tW =� is less than 1 and

�t(Ejti; tW ) is more than � for all tW � ti (> 0).

Finally, we show that if tW � ti � �, �t(Ejti; tW ) < �. Note limx!1 (1� 1=x)x�1 =

exp(1)�1 and limx!1 (1� 1=x)x�1 = 1. The value of (1� 1=x)x�1 decreases with x when

x � 1, which means exp(1) (1� 1=x)x�1 > 1 for all x � 1. As a result, h(ti; tW ) =

exp(1) (1� �=ti)
tW =�

is more than 1 when tW = ti � �. Because h(ti; tW ) decreases with

tW , h(ti; tW ) = exp(1) (1� (ti=�)�1)tW =� is more than 1 and �t(Ejti; tW ) is less than � for

all tW � ti � �.
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A.4 Proof of Proposition 3

Suppose that investors choose to sell the asset at T (ti; tW ) = ti + �(ti; tW ). Then, the

expected payo¤ is

�t(Ejti; tW ) exp(g(ti + �(ti; tW ))) + (1� �t(Ejti; tW )) exp(g(ti � �)):

The �rst term depicts a payo¤ for a type-E investor, and the second, for a type-L investor.

There are three possible deviations from ti + �(ti; tW ): selling the asset at ti + � , where

(i) � > �(ti; tW ), (ii) �(ti � �; tW ) < � < �(ti; tW ), or (iii) � � �(ti � �; tW ).

(i) Deviate to ti + � , where � > �(ti; tW ): By t0 + �(ti; tW ), the bubble certainly bursts, so

his expected payo¤ decreases to exp(g(t0)) due to this deviation.

(ii) Deviate to ti + � , where �(ti � �; tW ) < � < �(ti; tW ): If he is a type-L investor, his

payo¤does not change by this deviation. If he is a type-E investor, his payo¤decreases

because exp(g(ti+�)) < exp(g(ti+�(ti; tW ))). Therefore, his expected payo¤decreases

by this deviation.

(iii) Deviate to ti + � , where � � �(ti � �; tW ): By this deviation, he surely succeeds in

selling his asset before the bubble bursts. The expected payo¤ from this deviation is

maximized when they deviate to sell at �(ti� �; tW ); thus, the highest expected payo¤

from this deviation is exp(g(ti + �(ti � �; tW ))). The type-ti investor does not deviate

from T (ti; tW ) = ti + �(ti; tW ) in this way on the following condition:

�t(Ejti; tW ) exp(g(ti + �(ti; tW ))) + (1� �t(Ejti; tW )) exp(g(ti � �))

� exp(g(ti � � + �(ti � �; tW ))); (7)

This condition is equivalent to (5).

If the condition (5) is satis�ed for all possible timings of ti, where ti 2 [2�;1), it con-

stitutes an equilibrium. If ti = �, this investor can deduce his type as type-E. Indeed,

�t(Ejti = �; tW ) = 1 for all tW . The investor sells his asset before type-L investors who re-

ceive the private signal at 2� sell their assets. Thus, the inequality �(�; tW ) � �(2�; tW ) + �

must be satis�ed.
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Suppose that a type-ti investor is type-E. From the perspective of the type-ti investor,

the other type-L investors are type-(ti + �). Because �t(Ejti; tW ) decreases with ti due to

Lemma 2, the type-ti investor may hold the asset too long such that he cannot sell before the

type-(ti+�) investor (�(ti; tW ) � �(ti+�; tW )+�). Note that if �(ti; tW ) � �(ti+�; tW )+�,

the right-hand side of (7) is always greater than the left-hand side, except for the case of

�t(Ejti; tW ) = 1. Thus, if (5) ((7)) is satis�ed, the inequality �(ti; tW ) < �(ti + �; tW ) + �,

is also satis�ed. Therefore, the type-ti investor sells before the type-(ti + �) investor, unless

�t(Ejti; tW ) = 1.

Note that if tW = 0, investors�revised beliefs become �t(Ejti; tW = 0) = (1 + exp(1)(1� �)=�)�1,

which does not depend on ti. All investors have the same beliefs; the symmetric equilibrium

strategy is written as T (ti) = ti + � for all i.

B Coalition-proof Nash equilibrium

B.1 Minor Changes in Settings

First, we make minor changes in our settings in order to apply a coalition-proof Nash equi-

librium. Instead of assuming continuous investors of size one, suppose that there are �nite

N � 5 investors, and �N of them are type-E investors, where �N is a positive integer.

Suppose also that if �N � 1 or more investors sell their assets before the other investors, the

bubble bursts endogenously. In other words, even though one investor deviates by selling

later, the bubble bursts if all other type-E investors sell the assets.

Wherever possible, we also need to assume that the beliefs are consistent with Bayes�

Rule, since a coalition-proof Nash equilibrium does not have any restriction on players�

beliefs.21

21Moreno and Wooders (1996) showed a coalition-proof equilibrium with incomplete information and a

correlated strategy.
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B.2 Corollary

With these minor changes, we show that the existence and uniqueness of the pure-strategy

and symmetric coalition-proof Nash equilibrium is the same as that in Abreu and Brunner-

meier (2003).

Corollary 1 According to the pure-strategy and symmetric coalition-proof Nash equilibrium

with consistent beliefs in our model, all investors sell at ti+ � �. In equilibrium outcomes, the

bubble bursts at t0 + � �. This equilibrium is unique.

Proof : Existence: Suppose that all investors choose ti + � . According to the proof of

Proposition 1, the investor has an incentive to deviate from ti + � if � > � �; he does not

deviate if � � � �.

In a coalition-proof Nash equilibrium, all investors sell their assets at ti + � �. Suppose

that all investors sell the asset at ti + � �. From this state, suppose that all (or some)

investors make a (sub)coalition and deviate by selling later than ti + � �. Further suppose

that, by this deviation, all investors�payo¤s can be improved because they can sell with a

higher price if they are type-E investors, and the payo¤ does not change if they are type-L

investors.22 However, an investor has an incentive to deviate from this deviation by selling

earlier, and hence, this deviation is not self-enforcing. Suppose that all (or some) investors

make a (sub)coalition and deviate by selling earlier than ti + � �. By this deviation, these

investors�payo¤s decrease. Thus, there is no pro�table self-enforcing deviation, and hence,

this constitutes a coalition-proof Nash equilibrium.

Uniqueness: In the unique pure-strategy and symmetric coalition-proof Nash equilibrium,

all investors sell their asset at ti+� �. Suppose that all investors sell their asset at ti+� 0, where

� 0 < � �. Then, if all investors make a coalition and deviate by selling at ti+ � �, their payo¤s

can be improved because they can sell at a higher price if they are type-E investors, and the

payo¤ does not change if they are type-L investors. Moreover, no one (and no subcoalition)

has an incentive to deviate from this deviation, because no one (and no subcoalition) has

an incentive to sell earlier. In addition, it is not a self-enforcing deviation that all (some)

22Depending on the members of a subcoalition, the period when the bubble crashes may not change even

if these members deviate at the same time. In this case, the deviation cannot be pro�table.
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investors make a (sub)coalition and deviate by selling later than ti + � �, owing to the same

reason as in the previous case. Thus, this deviation is self-enforcing, and selling at ti + � 0,

where � 0 < � �, is not a coalition-proof Nash equilibrium. Moreover, all investors selling their

assets at ti+ � 0, where � 0 > � �, does not constitute a coalition-proof Nash equilibrium, since

an investor has an incentive to deviate to sell earlier. Thus, selling at ti+ � � constitutes the

unique pure-strategy and symmetric coalition-proof Nash equilibrium. �

C Two-Period Warning

C.1 Equilibrium

In this appendix, we consider another type of de�nite-range warning, namely, a two-period

warning. It is issued in one of two de�nite periods around the starting period of the bubble.

Speci�cally, we suppose that a warning is issued after the bubble starts. The date of the

warning (tW = t0 + �W ) is distributed over several periods after the bubble starts. Suppose

that the warning period (tW ) is t0+2� with probability p 2 (0; 1) and t0+3� with probability

1� p. Assume that 3� � � �.23 This timing is shown in Figure 3.

[Figure 3 Here]

Even with a two-period warning, the bubble bursts immediately when a warning is issued,

and the bubble may burst before a warning is issued. To be precise, the following proposition

is obtained.

Proposition 4 Suppose that a public warning is issued in period t0 + 2� with probability p

and in period t0+3� with probability 1�p, where 3� < � �. Then, there exists an equilibrium

with the following properties.

1. If a warning is issued at ti+� or ti+2�, investors sell the asset immediately (T (ti; tW =

ti + 2�) = T (ti; tW = ti + �) = tW ). The beliefs are �t(Ejti; tW = ti + �) = 0 for all

t � tW = ti + � and �t(Ejti; tW = ti + 2�) = 1 for all t � tW = ti + 2�.

23Note that if �� � 2�, both warnings are meaningless, because they are issued after the bubble crashes

endogenously. Suppose 2� < �� < 3�, and this situation becomes similar to that of the deterministic warning.
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2. If a warning is not issued at ti+�, the beliefs are �t(Ejti; tW > ti+�) = �=(�+(1��)p)�

for all t 2 [ti + �; ti + 2�). If a warning is issued neither at ti + � nor at ti + 2�, the

beliefs are �t(Ejti; tW > ti + 2�) = 1 for all t � ti + 2�.

3. Investors sell the asset at T (ti; tW ) = ti + � , where 0 � � � 2� for all p.

4. If and only if

p � exp(g� ��)� exp(2g�)
exp(g� ��)� 1 ; (8)

investors sell the asset at T (ti; tW ) = ti + � where � satis�es � 2 [� 1; � 2] and � < 3�.

The values of � 1, � 2, and � �� are de�ned by

p =
exp(g� 1)� exp(2g�)

exp(g� 1)� 1
;

p =
exp(g� 2)� exp(g(� 2 � �))

exp(g� 2)� 1
�

�+ (1� �) exp(�g�) , and

exp(g� ��) = � exp(3g�) + (1� �) exp(2g�):

Proof: See the next subsection. �
The intuition is as follows. With a two-period warning, type-E investors receive the

warning at either ti + 2� or ti + 3�. Type-L investors receive the warning at either ti + � or

ti+2�. Thus, type-L investors who receive the warning at ti+� can deduce their type (when

the warning is issued at t0+2�). Type-E investors who receive it at ti+3� can deduce their

type (when the warning is not issued at t0 + 2�). This means that investors who receive

the warning at ti + 2� believe that their type has been deduced by the other investor type,

and thus, they have no hope of selling their assets at a higher price after the warning is

issued. Therefore, an investor who receives the warning at ti+2� sells his asset immediately,

and the bubble bursts. Anticipating this event, investors who receive the warning at ti + �

also sell their asset immediately, implying that if the warning is issued, the bubble bursts

immediately.24 Therefore, no investor has an incentive to hold the asset after ti + 3� since

the bubble will continue at most till t0 + 3�.

24A (type-E) investor who does not receive the warning at either ti + � or ti + 2� sells his asset before

ti + 3�, that is, before the type-L investor receives the warning.
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Consider a situation in which a warning is not yet issued. If the probability of being a

type-E investor (�) is low, and the probability that a warning is issued at t0+2� (p) is high

(i.e., (8) does not hold), investors are highly apprehensive in that they cannot sell the assets

at a higher price. Thus, they do not hold the assets longer than ti + 2�. Otherwise (i.e., if

(8) holds), they have an incentive to hold the assets and sell after ti+2�. In the latter case,

a warning may be issued at ti + 2�, and the bubble bursts with this warning. In the other

case, type-E investors hold the assets after ti+2� and sell before the warning is issued. The

warning is thus not issued in equilibrium outcomes.25

C.2 Proof of Proposition 4

C.2.1 Equilibrium strategy at t � tW

We examine the equilibrium strategies of investors under the condition that a warning is

issued, that is, t � tW . Note that type-E investors receive the warning at either tE + 2� or

tE +3�. Type-L investors receive the warning at either tL+ � or tL+2�. That is, the public

warning may be received at three possible timings: ti + �, ti + 2�, and ti + 3�.

1. Strategies of investors who receive the warning at ti + �: The belief of these investors

is �t(Ejti; tW = ti+�) = 0 for all t � ti+�. That is, if investors receive the warning at

ti+�, they can deduce that they are type-L investors. They also deduce that the other

investors are type-E investors, who have received the warning at ti + 2�. Such type-L

investors do not choose the strategy T (tL; tW = tL + �) � T (tE; tW = tE + 2�) > tW .

A type-L investor can increase his payo¤ from exp(gt0) to exp(gt) by selling the asset

before the type-E investor sells, that is, at t 2 [tW ; T (tE; tW = tE + 2�)). Such type-L

investors do not choose the strategy T (tL; tW = tL + �) > T (tE; tW = tE + 2�) = tW

either. A type-L investor can increase his payo¤ from exp(gt0) to exp(gtW ) by selling

the asset at tW .

2. Strategies of investors who receive the warning at ti+3�: The belief of these investors

25If a warning is issued before the bubble starts (e.g., the warning period (tW ) is t0� � with probability p

and is t0 � 2� with probability 1� p), the bubble crashes before type-L investors receive the private signal.

This suggests that the bubble does not occur, or that even if it does, it bursts soon.
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is �t(Ejti; tW = ti + 3�) = 1 for all t � ti + 3�. That is, if investors receive the

warning at ti+3�, they deduce that they are type-E investors. Moreover, they deduce

that the other type of investors are type-L investors, who have received the warning

at ti + 2�. Such type-E investors do not choose the strategy T (tE; tW = tE + 3�) �

T (tL; tW = tL + 2�) > tW . A type-E investor can increase his payo¤ from exp(gt0) to

exp(gt) by selling the asset before the type-L investor, that is, at t 2 (ti; T (tL; tW =

tL + 2�)). Note that such type-E investors can deduce their type not at ti + 3� but

at ti + 2�, because type-L investors should receive the warning by ti + 2�. In other

words, they deduce their type before the warning is issued; their belief is written as

�t(Ejti; tW � ti+2�) = 1 for all t � ti+2�. Moreover, they do not choose the strategy

T (tE; tW > tE + 2�) � T (tL; tW = tL + 2�) = tW . Alternatively, such investors choose

to sell at t < tW = t0 + 3� since his payo¤ increases from exp(gt0) to exp(gt).

3. Strategies of investors who receive the warning at ti+2�: Such investors do not choose

the strategy T (ti; tW = ti + 2�) � maxfT (tE; tW > tE + 2�); T (tL; tW = tL + �)g >

tW . An investor has an incentive to deviate by selling at t < maxfT (tE; tW > tE +

2�); T (tL; tW = tL + �)g, because his payo¤ increases from exp(gt0) to exp(gt) with a

positive probability. Such investors also do not choose the strategy T (ti; tW = ti+2�) >

maxfT (tE; tW > tE+2�); T (tL; tW = tL+�)g = tW . An investor can increase his payo¤

from exp(gt0) to exp(gtW ) with a positive probability by selling the asset at tW .

Combining three cases, we see that the equilibrium strategies are given by T (ti; tW =

ti + 2�) = T (ti; tW = ti + �) = tW and T (ti; tW > ti + 2�) < ti + 3�. With these strategies,

if an investor receives the warning at ti + � or ti + 2�, his payo¤ is exp(g(t0)). At tW , no

one has an incentive to deviate from T (ti; tW = ti + 2�) = T (ti; tW = ti + �) = tW , since

the payo¤ is exp(g(t0)) regardless of deviation. If an investor does not receive the warning

until ti + 2�, he deduces his type as being type-E and sells the asset before tW = t0 + 3�.

Denoting the time to sell by at ti + � , where � < 3�, his payo¤ is exp(g(ti + �)). Such an

investor does not have an incentive to sell later than ti + � , because the bubble bursts at

ti + � , and his payo¤ decreases to exp(g(t0)). He does not have an incentive to sell earlier

than ti + � either, because the asset price increases to exp(g(ti + �)) if he waits until ti + � .
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Note that because of these equilibrium strategies, type-L investors never receive a warning

at ti + 2�; therefore, �t(Ejti; tW = ti + 2�) = 1 constitutes an equilibrium.

C.2.2 Equilibrium strategy at t < tW

Next, we examine the equilibrium strategies of investors before a warning is issued, that is,

at t < tW . As for t, three cases need to be considered: t < ti + �, ti + � � t < ti + 2�,

and t � ti + 2�. First, consider t < ti + �. Due to Proposition 1, this constitutes an

equilibrium. Second, for t � ti + 2�, if an investor does not receive a warning at ti + 2�, he

can deduce his type (type-E), that is, �t(Ejti; tW > ti+2�) = 1. His equilibrium strategy is

T (ti; tW > ti + 2�) < ti + 3� after ti + 2�, as stated above.

Regarding ti + � � t < ti + 2�, there are two possible equilibrium strategies: selling

the asset at ti + � , where (i) � < 2� (selling before a possible warning at t0 + 2�) or (ii)

2� � � < 3� (selling after a possible warning at t0 + 2�). Strategy (i) constitutes an

equilibrium. Deviating to sell in both an earlier and a later period decreases the investor�s

payo¤.

We examine whether strategy (ii), namely selling the asset after ti + 2�, can denote

another equilibrium. At ti + �, when no warning is issued, the belief about being a type-E

investor is revised from �. The probability that investors do not receive a warning at ti + �

is given by � + (1 � �)p. The �rst term corresponds to the case in which they are type-E

investors. The second term corresponds to the case in which they are type-L investors, and

the warning was not issued at tL + � = t0 + 2�. Therefore, we obtain the revised belief as

�t(Ejti; tW > ti + �) =
�

�+ (1� �)p:

From strategy (ii), the investor expects the payo¤

�t(Ejti; tW > ti + �)(1� p) exp(g(ti + �)) + �t(Ejti; tW > ti + �)p exp(g(ti))

+(1� �t(Ejti; tW > ti + �)) exp(g(ti � �)); (9)

under the condition that he is at ti + � and has not received a warning till then. If he is a

type-E investor, the probability that the warning is issued at ti+2� is p. The �rst term of (9)

suggests that with �t(Ejti; tW > ti+�)(1�p), the investor is a type-E investor, and the public
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warning is not issued at ti+2�. Such an investor can succeed in selling at ti+ � and receive

exp(g(ti+�)), where 2� � � < 3�. The second term suggests that with �t(Ejti; tW > ti+�)p,

the investor is a type-E investor, and the public warning is issued at ti + 2�. The bubble

bursts immediately after the warning, and the asset price falls to exp(g(t0)). The investor

receives exp(g(ti)). The third term suggests that with 1� �t(Ejti; tW > ti + �), the investor

is a type-L investor. Such an investor cannot sell at the high price, and hence, he receives

only exp(g(ti � �)), because t0 = tL � �.

There are four possible deviations from selling the asset at ti + � , where 2� � � < 3�

to selling it at ti + � 0, where (i) � 0 > � , (ii) 2� � � 0 < � , (iii) � � � < � 0 < 2�, and (iv)

� 0 � � � �.

(i) If the investor deviates to selling the asset at ti + � 0, where � 0 > � : Even though he

deviates and sells later, the bubble certainly bursts by ti + � , because he is a price-

taker. His expected payo¤ decreases to exp(g(t0)) by this deviation.

(ii) If the investor deviates to selling the asset at ti + � 0, where 2� � � 0 < � : By this

deviation, his expected payo¤ becomes

�t(Ejti; tW > ti + �)(1� p) exp(g(ti + � 0)) + �t(Ejti; tW > ti + �)p exp(g(ti))

+(1� �t(Ejti; tW > ti + �)) exp(g(ti � �)):

Clearly, this is lower than (9). Thus, his expected payo¤ declines.

(iii) If the investor deviates to selling the asset at ti + � 0, where � � � < � 0 < 2�: If the

investor is a type-L investor, he still cannot sell before or at the same time as a type-E

investor. However, if he is a type-E investor, he can sell the asset before a possible

warning at t0 + 2�. Thus, his expected payo¤ becomes

�t(Ejti; tW > ti + �) exp(g(ti + �
0)) + (1� �t(Ejti; tW > ti + �)) exp(g(ti � �)):

Clearly, as � 0 is closer to 2�, his expected payo¤ increases to

�t(Ejti; tW > ti + �) exp(g(ti + 2�)) + (1� �t(Ejti; tW > ti + �)) exp(g(ti � �)):
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No investor has an incentive to deviate in this way if the payo¤ is not higher than (9),

that is,

p � F (�) � exp(g�)� exp(2g�)
exp(g�)� 1 : (10)

Note that F (�) increases with � .

(iv) If the investor deviates to selling the asset at ti+� 0, where � 0 � ���: By this deviation,

he succeeds in selling his asset before the bubble bursts. The expected payo¤ from this

deviation is maximized when he deviates to sell at ti+ � � �, and the highest expected

payo¤ from this deviation becomes exp(g(ti + � � �)). Such a deviation is worse o¤ if

the payo¤ is not higher than (9), that is,

p � G(�) � exp(g�)� exp(g(� � �))
exp(g�)� 1

�

�+ (1� �) exp(�g�) : (11)

Note that G(�) decreases with � .

Summing up (i) to (iv) reveals that (10) and (11) are the two necessary conditions for

the existence of the strategy wherein the investor sells the asset at ti+� , where 2� � � < 3�.

Now, suppose that period ti + � has passed (t � ti + �), but a warning is not issued.

Then, the belief is �t(Ejti; tW > ti + �) =
�

�+(1��)p . One of the investors�strategies is to sell

the asset at T (ti; tW > ti + �) = ti + � , where � satis�es 2� � � < 3�, (10), and (11). We

de�ne � 1 and � 2, which equalize (10) and (11), respectively:

p = F (� 1) =
exp(g� 1)� exp(2g�)

exp(g� 1)� 1
:

p = G(� 2) =
exp(g� 2)� exp(g(� 2 � �))

exp(g� 2)� 1
�

�+ (1� �) exp(�g�) :

Then, equilibrium � needs to satisfy � 1 � � � � 2 and 2� � � < 3�, because F (�) and G(�)

are increasing and decreasing with � , respectively.

If p is su¢ ciently low, there exists � that satis�es � 1 � � � � 2 and 2� � � < 3�. This is

because F (�) and G(�) are strictly positive for 2� < � < 3�. Note that 2� < � 1 since p is

positive.

To be precise, the following lemma provides the value of p such that � satis�es � 1 � � � � 2
and 2� � � < 3�. We de�ne � �� 2 (2�; 3�) that equalizes F (�) with G(�), that is,

exp(g� ��) = � exp(3g�) + (1� �) exp(2g�):
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Lemma 3 There exists � that satis�es � 1 � � � � 2 and 2� � � < 3� if and only if

p � F (� ��) = G(� ��): (12)

Proof: Equilibrium � exists if and only if � 1 � � 2, � 1 < 3�, and � 2 � 2�. Suppose (12),

and we have

� 1 = F
�1(p)

� F�1(F (� ��)) = � �� = G�1(G(� ��))

� G�1(p) = � 2;

because F (�) and G(�) are increasing and decreasing with � , respectively. Therefore, � 1 �

� 2. From this, it is also clear that � 1 < 3� and � 2 � 2�, because � �� lies between 2� and 3�.

Conversely, suppose that (12) does not hold. Then, we have

� 1 = F
�1(p) > � �� > G�1(p) = � 2:

Therefore, � 1 > � 2. No equilibrium � exists. �
Condition (8) is equivalent to p � F (� ��), that is, (12).

D Example of Equilibrium with a Poisson-distributed

Warning

We provide an example of equilibrium strategies with a Poisson-distributed warning, which

satis�es monotonicity with respect to tW and ti. First, we de�ne � �0, t
m and m� as follows.

De�nition 2 De�ne � �0 such that

�t(Ejti; tW = 0) =
exp(�g�) [exp(g� �0)� 1]
exp(g� �0)� exp(�g�)

: (13)

De�ne tm such that

�t(Ejtm; tW ) =
exp(�g�) [exp(g(� �0 + (m+ 1)"�))� 1]

exp(g(� �0 +m"�)� exp(�g�)
; (14)

where m is a nonnegative integer: 0; 1; 2; 3; :::, t�1 !1, and " 2 (0; 1).

De�ne m� such that � �0 +m
�"� < �� and � �0 + (m

� + 1)"� � �� .
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Then, the following corollary shows such an equilibrium. In order to consider the case

wherein investors receive both the public warning and the private signal (t � maxfti; tWg),

we suppose 2�+ � � � tW , which means that even if an investor receives the private signal in

a very early period (ti = 2�), he also receives the public warning before he sells (2� + � �).

Corollary 2 Suppose that a public warning is distributed as (3), and 2� + � � > tW . Then,

at t � maxfti; tWg, there exists an equilibrium such that an investor sells the asset at

T (ti; tW ) = ti+ �
�
0+m"� if �

�
0+m"� < �� , ti 2 [tm; tm�1), and " is su¢ ciently high such that

at least one type of investor (type-ti) is included in [tm; tm�1) for all m. If � �0 +m"� > �� ,

the investor sells the asset at T (ti; tW ) = � �0 +m
�"� < ti + �� . In this equilibrium, the dura-

tion to hold the asset, �(ti; tW ) = minf� �0 +m"�; � �0 +m�"�g is nondecreasing with tW and

nonincreasing with ti.

Proof : In (14), tm decreases withm. This is because the right-hand side of (14) increases

with m when " 2 (0; 1) and that the left-hand side decreases with tm due to Lemma 2. Since

tm decreases withm, we can de�ne Group-m investors as those who receive the private signal

at ti 2 [tm; tm�1) for m = 0; 1; 2; 3; � � � .

We start by examining the group least con�dent of being type-E (the lowest �i;t(Ejti; tW ))

and denote it as Group 0 (m = 0). Suppose that investors choose � �0 if they receive the private

signal very late, that is, at ti 2 [t0;1). The condition (5) is satis�ed for ti 2 [t0;1), because

(13) equalizes (5) when ti goes to in�nity, and when ti < 1, the left-hand side of (13),

�t(Ejti; tW ), becomes larger than (1 + exp(1)(1� �)=�)
�1.

We move on to the (m + 1)-th group least con�dent of being type-E, called Group m,

and the marginal investor in Group m � 1 (tm�1) for m = 1; 2; : : :. Investors in Group m

receive the private signal at ti 2 [tm; tm�1). Suppose that investors in Group m choose the

strategy given by �(ti; tW ) = � �0 +m"�. Then, the marginal investor in Group m � 1, who

receives the private signal at tm�1, chooses �(ti; tW ) = � �0+(m�1)"�. The marginal investor

in Group m, who receives the private signal � period earlier, that is, at tm�1 � �, chooses

�(ti; tW ) = � �0 + m"�. The condition (5) is satis�ed with equality for the strategy of the
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marginal investor in Group m� 1, that is,

�t(Ejtm�1; tW ) =
exp(�g�) [exp(g(� �0 +m"�))� 1]
exp(g(� �0 + (m� 1)"�)� exp(�g�)

=
exp(�g�) [exp(g�(tm�1 � �; tW ))� 1]
exp(g�(tm�1; tW ))� exp(�g�)

:

Investors in Groupm are more con�dent of being type-E investors than this marginal investor

in Group m � 1 who receives the private signal at tm�1: �t(Ejti; tW ) > �t(Ejtm�1; tW ) for

ti 2 [tm; tm�1). The left-hand side of (5) increases, and hence, the condition (5) is also

satis�ed for the strategies of all Group m investors.

Recall that the bubble duration ceiling is determined by the exogenous burst, �� . As m

increases, the asset can be held for a longer duration, as is clearly illustrated by �(ti; tW ) =

� �0+m"�. Therefore, if �
�
0+m"� � �� , investors should not hold the asset until ti+ � �0+m"�,

and T (ti; tW ) = � �0 +m
�"� < ti + �� can become an equilibrium strategy, where m� satis�es

� �0 +m
�"� < �� and � �0 + (m

� + 1)"� � �� . To see if this satis�es (5), we examine two cases.

The �rst is the transition from � �0+(m
��1)"� to � �0+m�"�. It is obvious that (5) is satis�ed

(shown earlier). Second, investors in Group m for m � m� face

�t(Ejtm; tW ) =
exp(�g�) [exp(g(� �0 + (m+ 1)"�))� 1]

exp(g(� �0 +m"�)� exp(�g�)

� exp(�g�) [exp(g(� �0 +m"�))� 1]
exp(g(� �0 +m"�)� exp(�g�)

� exp(�g�) [exp(g(� �0 +m�"�))� 1]
exp(g(� �0 +m

�"�))� exp(�g�)

=
exp(�g�) [exp(g�(tm � �; tW ))� 1]
exp(g�(tm; tW ))� exp(�g�)

;

and hence, (5) is satis�ed as well.

Finally, we show that �(ti; tW )= minf� �0 + m"�; � �0 + m�"�g is nondecreasing with tW
and nonincreasing with ti. The right-hand side of (14) increases with m. The left-hand

side of (14), that is, �t(Ejti; tW ), is nondecreasing with tW and nonincreasing with ti due

to Lemma 2. Therefore, m is nondecreasing with tW and nonincreasing with ti, and hence,

�(ti; tW )= maxf� �0 +m"�; � �0 +m�"�g is nondecreasing with tW and nonincreasing with ti.

�
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Figure 1: A Simplified Model of Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) 
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Figure 2: Monotonic Example of Equilibrium  

with a Poisson-distributed Warning 
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Figure 3: Two-period Warning  
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